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!^ (horizontal growth) J/J'^

£ (vertical growth)

(IzmaUovo)J^^
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(IsaacGolobyev) Ji^^

^^

j (Moscow is great)
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^j^^^^fu-^U:u/cfkJU^o^

166-42-80

'-, 166-42-06 ;L?</

f

(Alexeil.Lounko)

A-^lH (Andrei A. Sorokin)

fe£' (GennadyP.Avdeyed) iu£>

(AlexeyV.Galkin)
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Soviet Union inaugurated the Space Age (IX/500).
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sJj!<U

In the sweep of history, as one threat recedes, another replaces it. The

cold war is ending, largely in victory for the west.

_. . 8>
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j'4i/^

(Perestroika)

In the last few years dramatic changes have taken place in the

relationship between East and West. Confrontation has been replaced

by negotiation.
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(Most important writings) J/

They deal with the laws governing the development of society, tell the

role of revolutions in social development.

Religion is opium for the people (p. 411).
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(Dr. Gennady P. Avdeyev)
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L\^J(/faLdUC

4j$-d^^

(IsaacGolubyev)
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ojjluZ'j[f\U'lsJ>r'<t, (Arguments and Facts)

(Gennady P. Avdeyev) ^
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(Alexey V. Galkin) P^

-C/f (Isaac Golubyev) ^U^<jJzJity^\-($^j'^jtytfJ<'\
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4,

Ravil Gainoutdin, Imam Jama Masjid, Moscow, USSR

Tel: 281-49-04,281-38-66.

(dismantling a revolution)
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Estate economy) fr



^, (multi-engined plane)
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(Tadzhikistan) ft

(Dushanbe)

l}
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rfr^

&bMifL>Sfls^



fc (Black is good) ^

A new USSR is emerging

(strategic parity)
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ffJ>i/f/lbJ
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(Western Hemisphere) *»'iS'*'£ftl/-'lJJJl (Eastern Hemisphere)

(Pacific ocean)

\'J3bA6 • •J^^lfiJUfU^Ji/'I^CJj^tX l^Af -LjXS-s; (Multiple visa) /

^

^h
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(Winds)

J
A day in the life of a salary man.

(on the road to civilization) JJ

Technology for the benefit of mankind
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&u^to<^^/^^

(war potential)

(RobertRuncie) ^

♦ 7 •

In the middle ages people were tourists because of their religion,

whereas now they are tourists because tourism is their religion.
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>*\\J'OU£*f,±Js}>JjJ}£JJ,\

lhrr^^

(The Nation) &

(UNHCR)

United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees

(anti-Rangoon political activity)

They had made the move to publicize

the Burmese people's struggle to democracy.
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(All Burma Students Democratic Front)

(few bad individuals)

A diplomatic solution may be messy, but fighting would cost too many

lives and damage America's interests.

£fS

(resentment) (J^Wu\^^(J^JJ^JjjCO/J^</\ -^tAj^^jC"!**
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Mr Bush is lucky that he is not a Prime Minister - he would

surely have been facing a non-confidence motion.

^^
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(Pacific Ocean) 0$¥.^fy^^UlO\'^S*[/^OJJJ^S>*

i^

^
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...while inner-city youth of Los Angles, at the center of the most

advanced society of earth, respond to adversity and deprivation by

regressing to a primitive parody of tribes (p. 22).
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(AmerigoVespucci)

He established that the newly discovered lands West of the Atlantic

were not a part of Asia but constituted a separate land mass (19/97).

^

^
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:(Pradeep Shenoy)

Map showing

an Ideal division

of India
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After tAfter the Almighty God made me, He threw the mould away.

(fin (finished product) ^Jjyjr^t/j^jjjji

«(JJ? (unfinished product)

oJ'^

^
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tfifiAjeWtiM

&Jdfil^^

189



(Frustrating Science). >

(Floating foundations)

Iran, sitting on a veritable seismic volcano, must divert part of its oil-

rich economy to building quake-resistant structures at places which

have been subjected to nature's fury.
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^

^£*^

(The Minaret). ^^

JtJ^^d^^^^Ji^^^.vJi (Fall 1989)

Q. What about cases of discrimination and violence against Muslims

during the decade?

A. Such incidents multiplied in the 80's. Mosques were the target of

vandalism. Muslim leaders were attacked verbally and physically.

People like Ismail Farooqi and Yusuf Bilal were killed. In a

pluralistic society where several interest groups work to outdo each

other, these kinds of brutal acts are not uncommon. What was sad

was that the Muslim community did not pursue these cases vigor

ously. Farooqi is almost forgotten. So is Bilal.
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You've only been here a year and you speak English so well!

It came as a shock to me that, though we knew everything about America,

the Americans knew next to nothing about the rest 01 the world.

ylx (hostage)
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Pat Choate, Agents ofInfluence.,

Is Washington in Japan's Pocket?

($ 100 million)

^i

^
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(Lost souis).,

i*-Sij££<jjj'l,^c4<ft

Jjly^L/dd^L^J

'W\£flJ{p(Ji£fa

U*V

&£ (abc) S()^J~J^J

'(national pessimism)

Seventy per cent, or four out of five Americans,

feels that their country has gone off on the wrong track.
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^

Happiness must ultimately remain an elusive commodity in this mortal

world but the pleasures of its pursuit are well worth spending a lifetime

on. Most Americans seem to believe this.

(microwave Oven) \^

«*A j£l

Jftj (end)'- faJ

^

f

jfJ%.(jt>dA/l*4~ (Mervyn)
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&' tf$iL4g/JStJtj> (Fabric Buyer)

A^J [/ (Jack H. Lane Agency) ^X

1. One of the most astute buyers. Integrity without question. Works

hard and intelligently. Far above average. Well organized. World

recommend him 101%.

2. Aslam is the Number one buyer in the country.

3. He is knowledgeable, well informed and most important -uncorrup

tible.

4. He is fair and honest. He gets the last drop of blood for his company.

5. If he says something, you can believe him.

6. Never in my experience in the agency business have I had references

that were as outstanding as the ones I received on you.
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The ultimate concern of a Muslim is Allah.

.^

Islam and the Destiny of Man, by Gai Eaton George Allen & Unwin,

London 1985, pp-242

(T.s. Eliot) ^^j

Eastern religions and their influence upon Western Thinkers.
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(Truth and Mercy) &?JJJ\ "J j

.the awe-struck consciousness of God as the supreme Reality (p. 202)
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>sJ r* -

The making of a Muslim family
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(Stouffers Hotel)



(cultural conversion)

fAA

WM-tf

(blessing in disguise)
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